The purpose of this chart is to provide a ‘snapshot’ of the mass shooting trends in the U.S. since President Reagan. The timeline will show the number of reported mass shooting for each presidency. The graph will show that since Reagan, the amount of gun related mass shooting occurred in a rather level percentage given the population and inevitability of such crimes. The major break in the trend comes with the Obama Administration when the statistics skyrocketed to nearly 100 fold. Moreover the timeline will show the most notorious mass shootings and/or bombings in the world since Reagan. That the graph suggests is that the same relative statistic occurred up until Obama.

Islamic terror shoots, bombing have occurred ever since Mohammed came out of the gates of hell in Arabia. He terrorized his way through the peninsula with the pen only option that the ‘peace-loving’ religion stipulates, subscribe to the Moon God Allah, too, etc. Lucifer, be beheadeth or play an exterminator tax to impoverish and subjugate those non-Muslim peoples. The diagram above shows the percentage of both the US Alaska’s that for the year prior taxes on India, too. The most notable attacks within the world are also highlighted. Moreover according to a watchdog site, TheReligionFacts.com, there have been over 27,000 Islamic attack in the world and counting. The major difference amongst the span of the U.S. Presidents is that the attacks have now come to the U.S. Moreover, by design, by importation of those war government in Europe of the occupation, immigration will not screen out potential Islamic terrorists. Based on the End Game, these Islamic elements will continue to be allowed to operate under the watchful eyes of the FBI, and eventual suspension of the U.S. Constitutional Rights. The pretext of such ‘terror’ has only allowed for the Patriot Act and Freedom Act that have stripped such civil right away and have made the U.S. less safe and secure.

The overall charts suggests that the bombing that have been primarily Islamic have now been precisely orchestrating such a parallel exercise. This occurred on 9-11 when President Cheney ordered the ‘stand down’ of the jets that were engaged in similar mass executions that could have prevented the attacks. There have been more mass shootings in the USA under the Democratic administrations of Clinton and Obama.
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